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Vagrant file from vm

Use virtual machine would be confirmation, reduce, portable work VirtualBox, VMware, AWS, use of automatic installation tools, such as Shell Script, Puppet, Chef Brew-bottle to create barrel brew install virtualbox vagrant vagrant init: Vagrantfile. It's a virtual machine, basic image. You can share and use the box in multiple projects. Add the box box hashicorp / precision32, chef / ubuntu-14.04 etc: the bum
box add the vagrant box add hashicorp / precision32: download hashicopr / precision32 related box. If you created a Vagrantfile, you don't have to add it to the box, but if you do later, you can automatically install 1 # Vagrant API Version 2 2 Vagrant.confige (2) not |config| 3 # box specify 4 config.vm.box = hashicorp/precision32 5 end vagrant up vagrant ssh/vagrant folder and folder with Vagrandfile gets
synchronization. If you delete the file, it will also apply to the Host. All content applied to the destroy vagrant is passed. It's not about cleaning the box. It would be very annoying to modify the source through the terminal, so That Vagrant shares a folder with the Host computer. Basically shares the bum file, /vagabond with the file in which the host's Vagrantfile is. Create and use access provision to
repeatedly create and use guest machines. It automatically installs the software (nginx mysql, etc.) by providing internally supported automatic supply. 1 #!/usr/bin/env bash 2 3 apt-get update 4 apt-get install -y apache2 5 if! [ -L /var/www ]; then 6 rm -rf /var/www 7 ln -fs /vagrant /var/www 8 fi 1 Vagrant.configre (2) do |config| 2 config.vm.box = hashicorp/precision32 3 config.vm.provision :shell, path: created
a bootstrap.sh 4 end bootstrap.sh script and install bootstrap.sh from Vagrantfile to provision 앟. The supply is created when you run the vagrant up, so that when it is already in operation, it reloads with the vagrant reload-supply. Port Forwarding : Connects the port to the Guest computer with the Host machine port. 1 Vagrant.configrure (2) face |config | 2 config.vm.box = hashicorp/precision32 3
config.vm.division :shell, path: bootstrap.sh connects 4567 of the host to guest 80 5 # Browner connects 127.0.0.1:4567 and connects to port 6 # apache host 80. 7 config.vm.network:forwarded_port, host: 4567, guest: 80 8 end Share Vagrantfile i created. Vagrant login vagrant share vagrant suspend stores the current execution status and outputs. If you vagrant again, you can run again in 10 seconds.
The disk and RAM MEMORY are terminated using the status. the stop bum seems to shut down the computer. Leave to disk and delete from RAM. When the bum gets up, he gets up and runs away. Vagrant destroy is completely deleted from the disk. If you do vagrant up, it will take a long time to reinstall and run. vagrant up - provider = vmware_fusion vagrant up - provider = supplier aws can doar
viritalbox în mod implicit. vagrant caseta vagrant caseta adăuga &lt;address&gt; : Box addition vagrant box list: installed box list vagrant box outdated: latest updated boxes show vagrant remove &lt;address&gt; : Box deletion vagrant repackage: vagrant update: vagrant destroy: completely deleted from disk vagrant global-status: shows the Vagrant environments currently on. Should be turned off with
vagrant halt, etc. vagrant halt: vagrant turn off vagrant package: Makes the currently running Virtualbox a reusable box. vagrant plugin vagrant pluggin install vagrant pluggin license vagrant plugin list vagrant plugin uninstall vagrant plugin update vagrant ssh: ssh connection vagrant status Vagrant Docs Vagratfile is a VM configuration file. The main purpose of Vagrantfile is to express the type of machine
assigned to the project, how to provision and set the machine. Vagrant has one vagrantfile per project, and vagrantfile is designed to focus on version control. And Vagant is designed to be moved to any supported platform. &lt;/address&gt;&lt;/address&gt; &lt;/address&gt;&lt;/address&gt; The syntax is in Ruby, but that doesn't mean you have to learn Ruby to change the file. This is because most of them
consist of very basic elements. If you fly the vagrant command, you'll first try to find Vagrantfile in the current folder, and if you can't find it, you'll try to find it by moving it to the parent folder. You can change the folder if you want to navigate Vagrantfile by modifying the environmental variables of / home / mitchellh / projects / home / mitchellh / Vagrantfile / home / Vagrantfile / home / Vagrantfile / productfile
VAGRANT_CWD / foo / Vagrantfile / home / mitchellh / projects. Loading Vagrantfiles is an important concept to understand. Vagrant actually loads multiple Vagrantfiles and merges the settings, which means that if the same settings were over multiple files, they would be overwrite. 1. Box packed in Vagrantfile 2. Vagrantfile 3 in the home directory Vavant (~/.vagrant.d by default). Vagrantfile 4 in the
project director. Overwrite multi-machine, if any. 5. Overwrite supplier-specific, if applicable. As you complete each step, merge with existing values and overwrite existing values. Nowadays, if vagrant init, Vagrantfile will follow the following format: Vagrant.configrure (2) do |config | # ... The number at the end of 2 means the version of the configuration object. These objects can vary greatly from one version
to another. 1 means vagrant 1.0.x previous version, and 2 means Vagrant 1.1+ version. To minimize version compatibility issues, specify the minimum required version at the top. Vagrant.require_version &gt; = 1.3.5 # Vagrant.require_version &gt; = 1.3.5, &lt; 1.4.0 machine can be a hassle to set settings for more. (1..3).each makes |i| config.vm.define node-#{i} make |nod| node.vm.provision shell, inline:
echo hello from node #{i} end # THIS DOES NOT WORK! for i in 1..3 not config.vm.define node-#{i} make |node | node.vm.division shell, inline: echo hello from node #{i} end Overwrite Host Locale In SSH Session The environment variable for the normal host scale will be transmitted to the invited host. However, if the guest host does not support the host's regional settings, you may receive an error. You
can solve it by reset the vagrantfiles, the regional settings. ENV[LC_ALL] = en_US. UTF-8 Vagrant.configure (2) make |config | # ... end config.vm.boot_timeout config.vm.box config.vm.box_check_update config.vm.box_url config.vm.box_version config.vm.communicator config.vm.graceful_halt_timeout config.vm.guest config.vm.hostname config.vm.network config.vm.post_up_message config.vm.pro
vider config.. vm.division config.vm.synced_folder config.vm.usable_port_range {title:[vagrant] Vagrantfile about.,source: 01,blogName:Win Effort.. blogId:sory1008,logNo:220755332201,smartEditorVersion:3,me Display:true, lineDisplay:true, outsideDisplay:false, coffeeDisplay:true, blogDisplay:true} Vagrant is able to define and control multiple guest machines per Vagrantfile. This is known as a multi-
machine medium. These machines are generally able to work together or are somehow associated with each other. Here are some cases of use people use multi-machine environments for today:Example modeling a multi-server production topology, sulch as the separation of a web server and database. Modeling a didtributed system and how they interact with each other. Testing an interface would be an
API for a service company. Disaster testing: disaster: dying, network partitions, slow networks, inconsistent world views, etc. Historically, running complex environments, would have they been done by flattening them on a single machine. The problem with that is that it is an incorrect production configuration model that can behave much differently. Using the multi-machine feature of Vagrant, these
environments can be modeled in the context of a single Vagrant environment without losing any of the benefits of Vagrant.' The definition of multiple machinesMultiple machines are defined within the same Vagrantfile project using the call of the config.vm.define method. This configuration directive is a bit funny because it creates a Vagrant configuration in a configuration. An example shows this
best:Vagrant.configure(2) not |config| config.vm.provision shell, inline: echo Hello config.vm.define web do |web| web.vm.box = apache end config.vm.define db face |db| db.vm.box = mysql end After you can see, config.vm.define takes a block with another variable. This variable, would be the above web, is exactly the same as the configuration variable, except for any configuration of the inner variable
applies only to the machine that is defined. Therefore, any configuration on the web will only affect the web machine. And, importantly, you can continue to use the configuration object as well. The configuration object is loaded and merged before the machine-specific configuration, just like other vagrantfiles in the Vagrantfile load order. If you are familiar with programming, this is similar to how languages
have different variable domains. When using these domains, the execution order for things would make provisioners becoming important. Vagrant imposes the order outside in the order listed in Vagrantfile. For example, with Vagrantfile below:Vagrant.configure(2) not |config| config.vm.provision :shell, inline: echo A config.vm.define:test do |test| test.vm.provision :shell, inline: echo B end
config.vm.provision :shell, inline: echo C end The providers in this case will outputs A, then C, then B. Notice that B is the last. That's because the command is out-of-in, in the order of the record. If you want to apply a slightly different configuration to multiple machines, see this tip.' Control of multiple machinesNumber more than one machine is defined in a Vagrantfile, the use of different bum commands
changes slightly. The change should be mostly intuitive.Orders that make sense just to target a single car, would be ssh vagrant, now require the name of the machine to control. Using the example above, you would say vagrant ssh web or vagrant ssh db. Other commands, would be vagrant up, works on each machine by default. So if you ran the vagrant up, Vagrant would bring both the web and db
machine. You could also optionally be specific and say vagrant up the web or vagrant up db. In addition, you can specify a regular expression for matching only certain machines. This is useful in some cases where many similar machines, for example, if you test a distributed service, you may have a leading machine, as well as a follower0, follower1, follower2 etc. If you want to bring all the followers but not
the leader, you can just make the vagrant up/follower [0-9]/. If Vagrant sees a car name in the slashes before, assume that you are using a regular expression.' Communication between machinesIn order to facilitate communication within machines in a multi-machine configuration, different network options should be used. In particular, the private network may be used to make a private network between
several machines and the host.' Specify ing a primary machine You can also specify a main machine. The main machine will be the default machine used when a particular machine is not specified in a multi-machine environment. To specify a default computer, mark it first when defining it. You can specify a single primary machine.config.vm.define web, primary: true do |web| end » Autostart MachinesBy
default in a multi-machine environment, vagrant up will start all defined machines. The automatic start setting allows you to tell Vagrant not to start certain machines. Example:config.vm.define web config.vm.define db config.vm.define db_follower, autostart: false When running vagrant with the above settings, Vagrant will automatically start web and db machines, but will not start db_follower machine. You
can manually force the device db_follower to start by running the bum until db_follower. db_follower.
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